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SUMMARY
Microendoscopic calcium imaging with one-photon miniature microscopes enables unprecedented readout
of neural circuit dynamics during active behavior in rodents. In this study, we describe successful application
of this technology in the rhesus macaque, demonstrating plug-and-play, head-mounted recordings of
cellular-resolution calcium dynamics from large populations of neurons simultaneously in bilateral dorsal
premotor cortices during performance of a naturalistic motor reach task. Imaging is stable over several
months, allowing us to longitudinally track individual neurons and monitor their relationship to motor
behavior over time. We observe neuronal calcium dynamics selective for reach direction, which we could
use to decode the animal’s trial-by-trial motor behavior. This work establishes head-mounted microendo-
scopic calcium imaging in macaques as a powerful approach for studying the neural circuit mechanisms un-
derlying complex and clinically relevant behaviors, and it promises to greatly advance our understanding of
human brain function, as well as its dysfunction in neurological disease.
INTRODUCTION

Mesoscale neural circuits have increasingly become a key

focus of studies investigating brain function in health and dis-

ease. The development of new methodologies to support

these studies has rapidly accelerated during the last decade,

with optical technologies, such as calcium imaging and opto-

genetics, quickly becoming mainstays of circuit neuroscience

investigation (Jennings and Stuber, 2014; Hamel et al., 2015;

Deisseroth, 2015; Yang and Yuste, 2017). Calcium imaging,

bolstered by the explosive development of molecular-genetic

tools (Chen et al., 2013b; Luo et al., 2018), offers several

important advantages over conventional electrophysiological

approaches. Notably, calcium imaging enables the ability to

record with high cellular sampling density from large popula-

tions of genetically or anatomically defined neurons and to

longitudinally track individual neurons over time (Hamel

et al., 2015; Yang and Yuste, 2017). These powerful capabil-

ities, now routinely applied in mouse models, have already
This is an open access article under the CC BY-N
yielded tremendous new insights into the neural basis of

essential brain functions.

Despite these important advances, a critical need still exists to

deploy these new technologies beyond themouse to a larger an-

imal model species of relevance to humans (O’Shea et al., 2017).

Non-human primates (NHPs) are a particularly important model

species in this regard, with brain structure and function, as well

as complex cognitive and behavioral abilities, highly similar to

that of humans (Capitanio and Emborg, 2008; Phillips et al.,

2014; Roelfsema and Treue, 2014). Additionally, recent ad-

vances in genome editing are quickly making NHPs viable ge-

netic models of human disease (Sato and Sasaki, 2018). There-

fore, transfer of the latest optical technologies from rodents to

behaving NHPs promises to play a key role in elucidating clini-

cally relevant neural activity correlates of healthy and aberrant

human behavior. Successful application of calcium imaging in

NHPs, however, has been slow to develop for a number of rea-

sons. In particular, difficulties using conventional viruses to ex-

press genetically encoded calcium indicators in the NHP brain
Cell Reports 35, 109239, June 15, 2021 ª 2021 The Author(s). 1
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(Sadakane et al., 2015a) and imaging artifacts caused by move-

ments of the larger volume NHP brain (Trautmann et al., 2021;

Choi et al., 2018) have proven most challenging. Additionally,

NHPs have a more mature immune system, as compared to

that of rodents, that requires sophisticated surgical strategies

and neural implant hardware, and limitations exist on the overall

number of animals that can be used for trial-and-error technol-

ogy development (Phillips et al., 2014).

Recent efforts applying two-photon microscopy and GCaMP-

based calcium imaging in NHPs have overcome some of these

challenges by refining aspects of the surgical and viral prepara-

tion and imaging system (Sadakane et al., 2015a; Seidemann

et al., 2016; Yamada et al., 2016; Santisakultarm et al., 2016;

Ebina et al., 2018; Zeng et al., 2019; Li et al., 2017; Ju et al.,

2018; Garg et al., 2019; Trautmann et al., 2021). These efforts

have so far relied on transparent glass or silicone windows im-

planted over the brain to enable imaging of cortex to depths

less than approximately 500 mm (e.g., cortical layers 2 and 3).

The substantial motion artifacts inherent in this approach can

be partially mitigated via mechanical pressure applied to the

brain via the imaging window. While conventional adeno-associ-

ated viruses (AAVs) encoding GCaMP have in some cases

proven sufficient for in vivo imaging (Li et al., 2017; Ju et al.,

2018; Trautmann et al., 2021), novel viral strategies such as

AAVs utilizing tetracycline-controlled transcriptional activation

(e.g., Tet-Off) have proven more effective at driving adequate

levels of GCaMP expression (Sadakane et al., 2015a; Garg

et al., 2019). While two-photon calcium imaging through cranial

windows has many merits, it also has several limitations,

including (1) the infection risk of using glass or silicone surface

windows, which also have limited functional lifetimes (e.g.,

degradation of optical clarity over time) and require daily mainte-

nance; (2) cumbersome daily alignment between themicroscope

and the brain in order to maintain a consistent field of view (FOV)

and track neurons across sessions; (3) an inability to image gyral

cortex deeper than approximately 500 mm, sulcal cortical areas,

or subcortical structures residing even deeper in the brain; (4) an

inability to measure frommultiple brain areas in true simultaneity

with a single scanning laser beam; and (5) the necessity for head

restraint, thereby limiting natural behavior.

An alternative to two-photon imaging that is poised to over-

come many of these challenges in NHPs is the miniature, inte-

grated one-photon fluorescence microscope (Ghosh et al.,

2011; Ziv et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2013a; Ziv and Ghosh, 2015;

Resendez et al., 2016). The nVista miniscope (Inscopix) weighs

less than 2 g and can be carried on the head of a mouse while

it is moving and behaving naturally. Used in conjunction with

custom-designed gradient-refractive index (GRIN) microendo-

scopic lenses of various lengths and diameters, the nVista min-

iscope allows neuroscientists to visualize the activity of geneti-

cally defined neurons in almost all regions of the mouse brain,

including deep brain structures inaccessible to other large-scale

recording technologies. A proof-of-concept demonstration of

miniscope calcium imaging in NHPs was recently demonstrated

in deep layers of primary motor cortex of behaving marmosets

(Kondo et al., 2018). This study confirmed several important ad-

vantages of this technology as applied in the NHP, including mi-

croendoscopic (as opposed to surface window) imaging access
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to deep cortical layers beyond the current depth limits of two-

photon imaging and the ability to perform imaging during more

natural, free behavior (e.g., head-unrestrained arm reaches, un-

restrained ladder climbing) as compared to two-photon imaging

under head-fixed conditions. While this study marked an impor-

tant first step toward miniscope calcium imaging applications in

NHPs, the marmoset’s small brain and lissencephalic cortex al-

lowed for a relatively straightforward and smooth translation of

methods already established in rodent models. The degree to

which these methods would generalize to other NHP species,

particularly those with larger brains and a gyrencephalic cortex,

such as the more commonly studied rhesus macaque, remained

to be determined.

In this study, we demonstratemicroendoscopic calcium imag-

ing with head-mounted miniscopes in behaving rhesus ma-

caques. To do so, we developed a viral strategy to express

GCaMP in superficial and deep cortical layers, surgical methods

for GRIN lens microendoscope probe insertion, and implant

hardware optimized for performing chronic calcium imaging in

macaque gyral cortex. The resulting imaging implants proved

to be low in maintenance, with little risk of infection and high op-

tical clarity maintained throughout the entire period of study

(>8 months). We performed plug-and-play, head-mounted re-

cordings of cellular-resolution calcium dynamics from more

than 100 genetically targeted neurons in dorsal premotor cortex

(PMd) while the macaque performed a naturalistic motor reach

task with the head unrestrained and freely moving. We observed

neuronal calcium dynamics selective to the animal’s directions

of reach and a diversity of such selectivity across the recorded

population. This population activity was used to decode the an-

imal’s reach direction on individual trials. These recordings were

stable over several months, allowing us to repeatedly measure

the selectivity properties of populations of individual neurons

over time. Finally, we took advantage of the small footprint of

the miniscope to mount two miniscopes and perform simulta-

neous, multi-site imaging in PMd bilaterally, allowing for the

measurement of both contralateral and ipsilateral neuronal pop-

ulation calcium dynamics during individual right or left arm

reaches. These proof-of-concept results demonstrating head-

mounted microendoscopic calcium imaging in behaving ma-

caques provide an important step forward toward applying this

powerful technology in NHPs and set the stage for future appli-

cations aimed at studying the neural circuit mechanisms under-

lying complex behavior and higher cognitive function in a model

species similar to humans.

RESULTS

Surgical preparation for microendoscopic calcium
imaging in macaque PMd
In this study, we demonstrate microendoscopic calcium imaging

with head-mounted miniscopes in behaving rhesus macaques

(Figure 1). Preparing the animal for imaging requires several

steps, including two survival surgeries, the first to deliver a virus

to the brain region of interest for expression of a genetically en-

coded calcium indicator (e.g., GCaMP; Chen et al., 2013b) and

the second to chronically implant a microendoscopic GRIN

lens for optical access to that same brain region (Figure S1).
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Figure 1. Cellular resolution imaging in ma-

caque dorsal premotor cortex (PMd)

(A) Left: Schematic of the macaque performing the

reach to reward task with two nVista miniscopes

mounted on the head to image from the bilateral

PMd. Middle: Zoomed-in schematic of the implant

hardware, including the GRIN prism lens inte-

grated with the miniscope baseplate and the cra-

nial chamber and cap, and the nVista miniscope

docked on the baseplate for imaging. Scale bar,

10 mm. Right: Schematic depicting how the

chamber and lens probe were positioned and

secured with respect to the cortex and skull.

(B) Post-mortem native GCaMP expression

(green) and DAPI-stained cell nuclei (blue) in the

cortex 8 weeks following injections of the AAV Tet-

Off virus system in a separate animal (animal 1).

Scale bar, 250 mm.

(C) Maximum projection image of in vivo GCaMP

fluorescence over the course of a single example

session. The bright-colored regions in the image

indicate cells that exhibited active calcium dy-

namics during the recording. Scale bar, 250 mm.

Dorsal (D), ventral (V), anterior (A), and posterior (P)

denote orientation in the premotor cortex.

(D) Map of cells extracted using CNMFe from the

same example session. Colored circles indicate

example cell calcium activity traces in (E). Scale

bar, 250 mm.

(E) Calcium activity (dF, peak normalized) traces of example cells highlighted in (D). The black tick marks above the traces indicate detected calcium events.

(F) Distribution of median calcium event SNR (left) and median calcium event rate (right) for the entire population of cells recorded in the example session. The

vertical lines indicate the median SNR (7.63) and event rate (0.03) values.

See also Figures S1–S3 and Videos S1, S2, S3, and S4.
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For calcium indicator expression inmacaque cortex, we utilized

two different AAV-based strategies tested first in a separate ani-

mal (Figure 1B; Figure S2). One strategy used a conventional

AAV (AAV1.CaMK2a.GCaMP6f) that has previously been shown

to enable GCaMP-based two-photon calcium imaging in ma-

caque cortex (Li et al., 2017). The second strategy used an AAV

Tet-Off virus system consisting of two viruses mixed together

(AAV5.Thy1s.tTA and AAV5.TRE3.GCaMP6f), which has been

shown to express higher levels of GCaMP in shorter amounts of

time as compared to conventional AAVs (Sadakane et al.,

2015a; Garg et al., 2019). Furthermore, expression of GCaMP

with this system is TET-dependent, and therefore administration

of doxycycline (Dox) to the animal can temporarily suppress

expression of GCaMP (Sadakane et al., 2015a; Kondo et al.,

2018), which may be important for preventing overexpression

for long-term chronic imaging. Both of these viral approaches re-

sulted in robust cortical expressionofGCaMP6f in the two animals

we studied, with adequate spread across and within supragranu-

lar and infragranular layers of cortex (Figure S2). The morphology

of GCaMP-expressing cells indicated expression biased toward

excitatory pyramidal neurons in the case of the CaMK2a virus

and unbiased, pan-neuronal expression in the case of the Tet-

Off virus system. Consistent with previous reports (Sadakane

et al., 2015a; Kondo et al., 2018), the Tet-Off virus system resulted

in higher levels of expression as compared to the conventional

CaMK2a virus at the same time point post-injection (approxi-

mately 45% higher fluorescence intensity in post-mortem tissue;

see STAR Methods for details).
We targeted the forelimb region of PMd bilaterally for imaging,

relying on structural MRI images along with a standard atlas to

determine stereotaxic coordinates prior to surgery, with minor

adjustments to the final coordinates based on perioperative visu-

alization of sulcal/gyral landmarks (see Figure S2 for post-mor-

tem confirmation). In the left hemisphere PMd we co-injected

both viruses (mixed 1:1) comprising the Tet-Off virus system (ti-

ters: 2.18E+11 genome copies [GC]/mL for AAV5.mThy1PSs.t-

TAad and 2.08E+11 GC/mL for AAV5.TRE3.GCaMP6f), and in

the right hemisphere PMd we injected AAV1.CaMK2a.GCaMP6f

(titer: 2.3E+13 GC/mL) (see STAR Methods for further details). In

order to enable precise alignment of the GRIN lenses to the virus

injection sites in the subsequent surgery (�2 weeks later), we im-

plemented two critical procedures: (1) photo documentation of

the virus injection sites relative to the local blood vessel pattern

and placement of fiducial marks on the skull, aligned with the vi-

rus injection sites, along with measurement of the distances be-

tween fiducial marks and the sites of injection; and (2) complete

sealing of the durotomies using a combination of artificial dura

and silicone elastomer, which prevented substantial neovascu-

larization and pia/arachnoid cell proliferation during the time be-

tween surgeries (Figure S1). Together, these two procedures al-

lowed us to reference the fiducial marks and the local blood

vessel patterns for precise alignment of virus injection and lens

implantation sites. Prior to lens insertion, we made a linear inci-

sion in the cortex to create a path for the lens probe (Gulati

et al., 2017; Kondo et al., 2018). We then inserted a GRIN prism

lens (1-mm diameter, 9-mm length ProView Integrated Prism
Cell Reports 35, 109239, June 15, 2021 3
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Lens; Inscopix) approximately 2 mm below the surface of the

cortex and at an angle perpendicular to the cortical surface,

with the prism attached to the end relaying a side-view imaging

plane (�7503 900-mm FOV) parallel to the axis of the probe and

perpendicular to cortical layers (Figure S2) (Gulati et al., 2017;

Kondo et al., 2018). We chronically secured the top of the lens

along with the integrated miniscope baseplate (which acts as a

docking station for the miniscope) to the skull by embedding it

in a combination of acrylic and cement (Figure 1A). We sur-

rounded both lens implants with custom cranial chambers,

each with a removable cap, that were embedded together with

skull screws in a single acrylic head cap. Given that the craniot-

omies were completely sealed with cement/acrylic, the resulting

implants had a low risk of infection and required little to no main-

tenance. This was confirmed across four separate implants in

two animals (including animal 1 used only for testing viruses

and lens implantations) that all remained free from infection

and exhibited clear imaging FOVs with healthy and adequately

perfused cortical tissue adjacent to the lens for the duration of

the study (data not shown). Once the above two surgical steps

were complete, the animal was ready for calcium imaging.

Plug-and-play, cellular resolution calcium imaging in
alert macaque PMd
Approximately 2 weeks following the lens implantation surgery,

we initiated bilateral calcium imaging sessions in the alert ma-

caque. A major advantage of the head-mounted miniscope

and the implant design approach described herein is that it en-

ables plug-and-play imaging sessions (Video S1). The animal,

sitting comfortably in a standard primate chair, was temporarily

restrained for miniscope docking, in this case with soft cushions

placed against the sides of the head. In three simple and quick

steps the cranial chamber cap was taken off, a cover on the min-

iscope baseplate was removed, and the miniscope (nVista 3.0;

Inscopix) was docked to the baseplate and secured in place

by tightening a single set screw. The entire procedure was

completed in less than 2 min per chamber. The animal’s head

was then unrestrained and imaging commenced.

We observed GCaMP-expressing cells and corresponding

cellular calcium dynamics in the very first imaging session con-

ducted 2 weeks following lens implantation, and the number of

cells ramped up to relatively stable values 4 weeks later when

we started imaging while the animal performed a motor reach

behavioral task (Figures 1C–1F; Videos S2 and S3). During these

imaging sessions, the animal’s head was completely unre-

strained and free to move naturally, and the animal was allowed

frequent chewing of the food reward (Video S2). Despite these

significant jaw, head, and body movements, the imaging FOV

was very stable, requiring only a standard, rigid translation mo-

tion correction algorithm (Inscopix data processing software

[IDPS]; Inscopix) to precisely register frames across the entire

recording (Video S3). During a typical session, across all re-

corded video frames, the applied correction had a median of

0.75 mm (interquartile range [IQR] 0.5–1.1), which was an order

of magnitude smaller than the imaged size of an average cell

body. A small correlation between head movement and FOV

translation was completely mitigated followingmotion correction

(Pearson’s correlation: r = 0.11, p < 0.001, beforemotion correc-
4 Cell Reports 35, 109239, June 15, 2021
tion; r = 0.01, p = 0.2, after motion correction; see STAR

Methods for further details).

We used constrained nonnegative matrix factorization

(CNMFe), a common algorithm for cell identification from one-

photon microendoscopic calcium imaging data, to identify indi-

vidual cells and extract their cellular calcium dynamics (see

STAR Methods for more details) (Zhou et al., 2018). In the

example left hemisphere recording shown (129 days after virus

injection and 113 days after lens implantation), we identified

106 individual cells (Figures 1C and 1D). The calcium events

had sufficient signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) to be detected by a

standard event detection algorithm (IDPS; Inscopix), and they

had the typical and expected shapewith a fast rise and exponen-

tial decay (rise median 0.20 s [IQR 0.15–0.22]; decay median

0.35 s [IQR 0.30–0.50]) (Figure 1E). Both SNR (median 7.6 [IQR

5.7-9.4]) and event rates (median 0.03 events/s [IQR 0.02–

0.04]) measured across the population for this example session

(Figure 1F) were similar to those typically observed in calcium im-

aging studies in rodent models (Chen et al., 2013b; Resendez

et al., 2016). We observed significantly fewer imageable cells in

the right hemisphere PMd, likely due to non-optimal placement

of the lens relative to the zone of GCaMP-expressing cells (Fig-

ures S2 and S3). Nevertheless, the detected calcium events

measured from these cells had similar SNR (median 7.6 [IQR

6.8–8.4]) and event rates (median 0.03 events/s [IQR 0.02–

0.05]) to those observed from cells in the left hemisphere.

Chronic, longitudinal calcium imaging and tracking of
populations of individual neurons over time
We performed a total of 66 imaging sessions over approximately

8 months, with 42 consecutive calcium imaging sessions during

the first 4 months (Figure 2A, day �33 to day 76), followed by a

pause in calcium imaging in order to conduct sedated blood

flow imaging (Video S4; see STAR Methods for more details).

Resumption of calcium imaging began 1 month later after the

systemically injected fluorescein dye, which interfered with our

ability to detect GCaMP fluorescence signals, completely dissi-

pated. We continued calcium imaging during month 6 in order to

test the effects of Dox administration on measured calcium dy-

namics. During the 32 imaging sessions from day 0 to day 76

(Figure 2A), where the animal performed the task satisfactorily,

the overall imaging quality and measured calcium dynamics

were found to be stable (Figures 2B and 2C; Figures S3D and

S3E). Moreover, the kinematics of reach, as measured by the

time from reach onset to target acquisition, were found to be sta-

ble over the course of the study (day 0: median 0.33 s [IQR 0.30–

0.38]; day 76: 0.31 s [IQR 0.30–0.33]). The number of cells iden-

tified in the left hemisphere PMd fluctuated from session to ses-

sion (minimum [min] of 70, maximum [max] of 123), but it was

relatively stable with a median of 104 (IQR 91–113) imaged cells

per session (Figure 2B). The SNR (median 7.4 [IQR 7.2–7.6]) and

rates (median 0.026 events/s [IQR 0.024–0.028]) of detected cal-

cium events were also relatively stable across sessions (Fig-

ure 2C). Similar stability was observed for cells imaged in the

right hemisphere PMd (Figures S3D and S3E).

A comparison of calcium event decay kinetics from left and

right hemisphere cell populations across sessions indicated

significantly slower decay in the left hemisphere compared to
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Figure 2. Calcium imaging stability and lon-

gitudinal tracking of neurons

(A) Schematic of the experimental timeline.

(B) Number of cells that were imaged for each

session across approximately 2.5 months (days

0–76 on experimental timeline in A). The dashed

line indicates the mean value. The red arrow in-

dicates the example session in Figure 1.

(C) Calcium event SNR (left) and rates (right)

(median and IQR) for each session across

76 days. The dashed line indicates the mean

value. The red arrow indicates the example ses-

sion.

(D) Left: CNMFe-extracted cell map from an im-

aging session conducted on day 29 (magenta).

Middle: Cell map from day 36 (green). Right:

Overlay of cell maps from the two sessions

spaced 7 days apart. 63%of the cells fromday 29,

colored in white, were present and active on both

days. Dorsal (D), ventral (V), anterior (A), and

posterior (P) denote orientation in the premotor

cortex. Scale bar, 250 mm.

(E) Percentage of cells (median, IQR) in common

between two sessions as a function of the inter-

session interval (days).

(F) Longitudinal tracking of cells through multiple

sessions. Top and right side: Cell maps from

seven different sessions spanning approximately

3 weeks with individual cells color-coded ac-

cording to the number of sessions in which they

were present and active (colors as indicated in bar

plot). Center: Number of cells as a function of the

number of sessions (non-consecutive) found to be

present and active.

See also Figures S3–S5.
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the right (left: median 0.67 s [IQR 0.56–0.76 ]; right: median 0.23 s

[IQR 0.22–0.24]; Wilcoxon rank-sum test, p < 0.001), which,

given equivalent SNRs across the two hemispheres (left: median

7.35 [IQR 7.15–7.61]; right: median 7.56 [IQR 7.09–7.78 ]; Wil-

coxon rank-sum test, p = 0.54), suggested that GCaMP expres-

sion levels were higher in the left hemisphere cell population than

in the right hemisphere cell population (see Discussion). This is

also consistent with the post-mortem histology results (Fig-

ure S2), which indicate that the Tet-Off virus system (injected

into the left hemisphere of the imaged animal) resulted in higher

levels of expression compared to theCaMK2a virus (injected into

the right hemisphere of the imaged animal) at the same time

point post-injection. Given that overexpression of GCaMP can

eventually result in epileptiform activity and cellular toxicity

(none of which was observed in this study) (Chen et al., 2013b;

Resendez et al., 2016; Steinmetz et al., 2017), it is important

for long-term chronic imaging experiments to be able to keep

expression levels within a reasonable range. Therefore, we addi-

tionally tested the effects of Dox administration (5 days once
daily, 15 mg/kg) on measured calcium

dynamics (Figure S4; see STAR Methods

for more details). As expected, adminis-

tration of Dox resulted in a significant

reduction of GCaMP expression levels,

as can be seen in the maximum projec-
tion images and quantified by full-FOV average fluorescence.

The number of identified cells was reduced from 75 to 0 just

3 days following cessation of Dox (8 days after initiation of

Dox). Dox administration also led to faster decay kinetics of

measured calcium events, providing additional evidence for

reduced GCaMP levels within cells. The full-FOV average fluo-

rescence, number of identified cells, and decay kinetics all re-

turned to pre-Dox levels approximately 40 days following cessa-

tion of Dox (Figure S4). In the final imaging session conducted

8 months after the first session, imaging quality was maintained

and calcium dynamics and events rates remained comparable to

thosemeasured in the first 4months of recordings. These results

indicate that the Tet-Off viral strategy for GCaMP expression al-

lows active maintenance of indicator expression within accept-

able levels over months of chronic imaging study.

Given the overall stability of imaging quality and calcium dy-

namics across sessions, we next assessed how well we could

track the same individual neurons across sessions, which is a ma-

jor advantage of optical imaging techniques compared to
Cell Reports 35, 109239, June 15, 2021 5
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electrophysiology (Ziv et al., 2013; Sheintuch et al., 2017). We

demonstrated these capabilities for imaging in a behaving ma-

caque here, by applying a modified version of an established lon-

gitudinal cell registration algorithm (IDPS; Inscopix) (see STAR

Methods for more details). For any two imaging sessions (7 day

separation in Figure 2D), the cell maps extracted by CNMFe

were first spatially registered by rigidly translating one map to

the other in order to maximize the cross-correlation between

them (Figure 2D). Once the cell maps for the two imaging sessions

were registered, we calculated the spatial correlation between

each cell and each of the rest of the cells in the population to

detect candidate same-cell pairs across imaging sessions. Any

cell pairs with a spatial correlation above a threshold value were

considered putative same-cell pairs (colored white in Figure 2D).

Importantly, note that ground-truth identification and measure-

ment of same-cell pairs is unavailable, and the number of same-

cell pairs identified across sessions with this approach is depen-

dent on the chosen spatial correlation threshold (Figure S5B). For

the example session pair shown, we were able to identify 63% of

cells (61 out of 97) imaged on day 29 as the same cells imaged on

day 36 (see Figure S5A for additional examples). Applying this

approach to all possible imaging session pairs resulted in a me-

dian of approximately 70% same-cell pairs with minimum inter-

session intervals of 1–4 days, which dropped and plateaued to

around 40% same-cell pairs with maximum intersession intervals

of 67–73 days (Figure 2E). We further asked whether we could

track the same populations of neurons through multiple, consec-

utive imaging sessions, rather than simply across any two session

pairs. To track neurons acrossmultiple sessions, we focused on a

subset of seven imaging sessions spanning approximately

3 weeks and applied a custom longitudinal registration algorithm

(Figure 2F; see STAR Methods for more details). We were able to

track the same neurons across multiple imaging sessions, finding

68 cells active on only one of the seven imaging sessions and 17

cells active in all seven of seven imaging sessions. Taken together,

these results validate the ability to image the calcium dynamics of

large populations of neurons in behaving macaques, over many

months, with sufficient stability in imaging quality to longitudinally

track individual neurons over time.

Decoding of natural motor reach behavior from
ensemble calcium dynamics
We next sought to directly relate population calcium-related ac-

tivity to the animal’s behavior. The animal was trained to perform

a natural motor reach task in which the location of a food reward

was randomly alternated across trials between two distinct loca-

tions (zone 1 and 2), and once the reward was placed in one of

those locations the animal could reach, pick up, and consume

the food reward (Figure 3A). The animal made reaches with either

the right or left arm in alternating blocks of trials. Based on pre-

vious electrophysiological studies in macaque PMd, we ex-

pected neural activity to be selective for the animal’s direction

of reach, with particularly strong modulation of activity during

reaches of the arm contralateral to the recorded hemisphere

(Riehle and Requin, 1989; Kurata, 1993; Cisek and Kalaska,

2005). Our results confirmed these expectations, with clear evi-

dence for cellular calcium dynamics selective for reach direction

in both the left and right hemispheres (Figures 3B–3D; Video S5;
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Figure S6). In the example left hemisphere recording shown (day

27, see Figure 2A for experimental timeline), where the animal

was reachingwith the right arm, several cells exhibited increased

calcium activity and a higher probability of calcium events during

both zone 1 and zone 2 reaches, while other cells exhibited

increased activity for zone 1 reaches compared to zone 2 rea-

ches, or vice versa. Three example cells from this session clearly

demonstrate these distinct selectivity profiles (Figure 3B), both in

terms of reach-modulated calcium event rates and calcium trace

dynamics.

We observed substantial diversity in reach-related modulation

of calcium trace activity across the entire population of imaged

cells in the example session (Figure 3C), with most cells (75%,

78/104 cells) exhibiting significant modulation of activity associ-

ated with one or both reach directions (see STAR Methods). We

calculated a tuning index to capture the degree to which each

cell was selective for a particular reach direction across the

entire population (Figure 3D). We then used that tuning index

to classify cells as either zone 1 selective, zone 2 selective, or

non-selective, finding that 35 of 78 cells were selective, 20%

for zone 1 and 17% for zone 2. We applied this approach to in-

dividual sessions and found similar percentages of reach-modu-

lated cells (median 67.8 [IQR 70.1–72.6]), and selectivity to zone

1 (median 14.7 [IQR 8.6–17.9]) and zone 2 (median 15.0 [IQR

13.7–18.9]), across sessions (Figure 3E). Using the same tuning

index classification, we then mapped the distribution back

onto the imaged FOV in the brain to assess whether selectivity

for reach direction is spatially organized in PMd (Figure 3F).

We did not observe any obvious spatial organization in these

selectivity maps. To test whether cells with similar selectivity

tend to reside closer together than expected by chance, we

calculated a cluster metric, which is the frequency with which

the closest neighboring cell is similarly selective (see STAR

Methods). A cluster metric value that is significantly greater

than 0.5 would suggest clustering of similarly selective cells.

For the example session shown in Figure 3F the cluster metric

was 0.57 and was not significantly different from 0.5 (p = 0.16;

permutation test). The GRIN prism lens used in the present study

allows for simultaneous imaging of cells spread across multiple

cortical layers. To investigate whether the reach direction selec-

tivity is more prevalent in specific cortical layers, we estimated

the proportion of direction-selective cells as a function of cortical

depth (Figure 3F, right). For the example session shown here the

prevalence of selectivity was found to be fairly uniform across

the depth of the cortex within the FOV.

Given the presence of reach location direction calcium activity

in the recorded population, we investigated whether we could

use the cellular calcium dynamics from the ensemble to decode

the animal’s reach direction on a trial-by-trial basis. Partial least

squares discriminant analysis (PLS-DA) with leave-one-out

cross-validation was used to decode reach direction from the

continuous calcium trace activity of all identified cells within a

400-ms sliding window stepped at 100 ms (see STAR Methods

for more details). Decoding accuracy was well above chance

and peaked around the time of zone entry (Figure 3G; see Fig-

ure S6H for similar results from the right hemisphere). Decoding

accuracy was stable across sessions (Figure S7). Despite the

sparseness of calcium events relative to continuous calcium
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Figure 3. Direction selective calcium dynamics and decoding of motor reach behavior
(A) Schematic of the macaque performing the reach to reward task with an nVista miniscope mounted on the head to image from the left hemisphere PMd. In

these sessions, the macaque reached with the right arm (contralateral to the imaged hemisphere) to one of two zones, either zone 1 (magenta) or zone 2 (green).

(B) Three example cells from the left hemisphere PMd exhibiting zone 1 selectivity (left), zone 2 selectivity (right), or nonselective modulation to either reach

location (middle) in a single example session. Top: Raster plots of calcium event times acrossmultiple trials aligned to the time of reach entry (dashed vertical line)

into zone 1 (magenta) or zone 2 (green). Middle: Peri-stimulus time histogram (PSTH) of calcium events as a function of time relative to reach entry into zone 1

(magenta) or zone 2 (green). Bottom: Calcium trace activity (mean, SEM) as a function of reach entry into zone 1 (magenta) or zone 2 (green).

(C) Heatmap depicting Z-scored trial-averaged calcium trace activity for each cell in the population (rows) on either zone 1 (left) or zone 2 (right) reach trials and

aligned to the time of zone entry (dashed vertical line). The cells have been sorted based on their selectivity. Tuning index +1 (top) to �1 (bottom).

(D) Top: Distribution of reach direction selectivity (tuning index) for the entire population of cells recorded in the example session. Magenta- and green-colored

bars indicate cells that had significant (p < 0.05; see STAR Methods) reach direction selectivity to zone 1 (positive tuning indices) or zone 2 (negative tuning

indices), respectively. Bottom: Pie chart depicting the percentage of cells in the example session that were classified as zone 1 selective (magenta), zone 2

selective (green), reach-modulated but nonselective (light gray), or nonresponsive (dark gray).

(E) Bar plot depicting the median number of cells across sessions that are non-responsive (dark gray), task-modulated but not reach direction selective (light

gray), selective to zone 1 (magenta), and selective to zone 2 (green). Error bars are IQR.

(F) Left: Cell map depicting the spatial distribution of reach direction selectivity. Cells selective for zone 1 (magenta), zone 2 (green), or reach-modulated but

nonselective (light gray) are indicated. Dorsal (D), ventral (V), anterior (A), and posterior (P) orientations in the left hemisphere PMd are indicatedwith arrows. Right:

Proportion of reach-modulated cells that were significantly selective to either reach direction as a function of cortical depth. Scale bar, 200 mm.

(G) Observed accuracy of decoding the animal’s reach direction on individual trials (mean, SEM) utilizing amodel trainedwith calcium trace activity in 400-ms time

bins (and 100-ms steps) around the time of reach entry into zones 1 and 2 (blue). Chance level decoding accuracy estimated by shuffling the reach direction

across trials (gray). Inset: Decoding accuracy utilizing a model trained with calcium events instead of calcium traces.

See also Figures S6 and S7 and Video S5.
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traces, decoding accuracy based on calcium events was also

well above chance (Figure 3G, inset; see STAR Methods for de-

tails on the decoding algorithm used). As expected, decoding
accuracy was dependent on the number of cells used to train

the decoder, but remained above chance levels with as few as

just one cell included for training (Figure S7).
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Figure 4. Longitudinally tracking the rela-

tionship between neurons and motor reach

behavior

(A) Left: CNMFe-extracted cell map from an im-

aging session conducted on day 26 (magenta).

Middle: Cell map from day 27 (green). Right:

Overlay of cell maps from the two sessions spaced

1 day apart. 67%of the cells from day 26, shown in

white, were present and active on both days.

Scale bar, 250 mm. Dorsal (D), ventral (V), anterior

(A), and posterior (P) denote orientation in the

premotor cortex.

(B) Reach direction selectivity (tuning index) on

day 26 versus day 27 for cells exhibiting significant

(p < 0.05; see STAR Methods) reach direction

selectivity to zone 1 (positive tuning indices) or

zone 2 (negative tuning indices) and imaged

longitudinally across both sessions.

(C) Stability of reach direction selectivity across

pairs of sessions. Left: Mean absolute differences

in tuning index for cells imaged longitudinally

across pairs of sessions as a function of the inter-

session interval (days). Sessions exhibiting signif-

icant differences are indicated (red; Wilcoxon

signed-rank test, p < 0.05). Right: Correlation be-

tween tuning indices for cells imaged longitudi-

nally across pairs of sessions as a function of the

inter-session interval (days). All correlations were

found to be significant (p < 0.05).

(D) Observed accuracy of decoding the animal’s

reach direction on individual trials (mean, SEM)

utilizing a model trained and tested on the same

session (blue; day 27) or trained and tested on

sessions 1 day apart (red; days 26 and 27). Chance level (across session) decoding accuracy estimated by shuffling the reach direction across trials (cyan) or by

shuffling cell identity labels (gray).

(E) Peak observed (black) and shuffled (cyan) decoding accuracy (mean, SEM) as a function of the inter-session interval (days). All values are expressed as a ratio

normalized by the peak observed decoding accuracy for within-session training and testing. The red arrow points to the session pair in (D).

See Table S1 for decoding performance values for all session pairs.
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Tracking the relationship between ensemble calcium
dynamics and behavior over time
Having established that neurons in both left and right hemi-

sphere PMd exhibited calcium dynamics selective for reach di-

rection (Figure 3; Figure S6), and having validated our ability to

longitudinally track populations of neurons across sessions (Fig-

ure 2; Figure S5), we were interested to determine the degree to

which the direction selectivity of individual neurons changes or

remains stable over time. We focused this analysis on a subset

of left hemisphere imaging sessions for which the animal

completed adequate numbers of reach trials, spanning five

different sessions during 2 weeks. For the example session

pair shown (Figure 4A, spaced 1 day apart), we spatially regis-

tered their cell maps and identified 82 putative same-cell pairs

(123 total cells imaged on day 26 and 104 total cells imaged on

day 27) (Figure 4A). We then compared the tuning indices for

each of these same-cell pairs across the two imaging sessions,

observing significant correlation (0.45, p < 0.001) and no signifi-

cant change in the tuning of the population (Wilcoxon signed-

rank test, p = 0.98) (Figure 4B). As the inter-session interval

increased, the correlation between tuning indices across session

pairs remained high, and changes in tuning indices across ses-

sion pairs remained low, indicating stable direction selectivity

in PMd cells over greater than 2 weeks (Figure 4C).
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Given the relatively stable population tuning dynamics

measured for longitudinally tracked cells across sessions, we

predicted that a decoder trained with calcium trace activity

from a given session would perform reasonably well when tested

on data from a separate session. This was confirmed for the

same example session pair (spaced 1 day apart), where decod-

ing accuracy was well above chance level and peaked around

the time of zone entry, both for within-session testing and testing

across the 1 day inter-session interval (Figure 4D). As the inter-

session interval increased, the peak decoding accuracy re-

mained above chance levels in most cases (Figure 4E; Table

S1), indicating that the encoding of reach direction in PMd is rela-

tively stable over days to weeks. Taken together, these results

provide proof of concept for how longitudinally tracked neurons

can be applied toward advancing our understanding of the dy-

namic relationship between neural activity and behavior.

Multi-site bilateral calcium imaging in dorsal premotor
cortices
The results presented so far come from the left or right hemi-

sphere PMd separately, while the animal reached with the arm

contralateral to the recorded hemisphere. In recording sessions

from day 20 to day 76 we additionally imaged simultaneously

from both hemispheres (Figure 5). Due to the small size of the
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Figure 5. Multisite calcium imaging in bilateral dorsal premotor cortices with multiple head-mounted miniscopes

(A) Schematic of the macaque performing the reach to reward task with two nVista miniscopes mounted on the head to image bilaterally from left and right

hemisphere PMds. In these sessions, the macaque reached with either the right arm to zone 1 (magenta) or the left arm to zone 2 (green).

(B) Three example cells each from the left and right hemisphere PMds exhibiting right arm reach selectivity (left), left arm reach selectivity (right), or nonselective

modulation to either arm reach (middle) in a single example session. Top: Raster plots of calcium event times across multiple trials aligned to the time of reach

entry (dashed vertical line) using right arm into zone 1 (magenta) or left arm into zone 2 (green). Middle: PSTH of calcium events as a function of time relative to

reach entry using right arm into zone 1 (magenta) or left arm into zone 2 (green). Bottom: Calcium trace activity (mean, SEM) as a function of reach entry using right

arm into zone 1 (magenta) or left arm into zone 2 (green).

(C) Heatmap depicting Z-scored trial-averaged calcium trace activity for each cell in the population (rows) on either right arm, zone 1 (left) or left arm, zone 2 (right)

reach trials and aligned to the time of zone entry (dashed vertical line). The cells have first been grouped based on the hemisphere in which they reside (right

hemisphere toward top [purple margin shading], left hemisphere toward bottom [brown margin shading]) and then within that group they have been sorted top to

bottom based on their selectivity (tuning index) to right arm, zone 1 or left arm, zone 2 reaches, respectively. The white arrowheads indicate the cells shown in (B).

(D) Observed accuracy of decoding the animal’s reach arm on individual trials (mean, SEM) utilizing a model trained with calcium trace activity from bilateral PMd

in 400-ms time bins (and 100-ms steps) around the time of right and left arm reach entry into zones 1 and 2, respectively (blue). Chance level decoding accuracy

estimated by shuffling the reach arm across trials (gray).

(E) Peak observed (blue) and shuffled (gray) decoding accuracy (mean, SEM) across sessions utilizing a model trained with calcium trace activity from bilateral

PMd.

See also Video S6.
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miniscope, there was more than enough space on the head to

mount two miniscopes, with ample space remaining for several

more asmay be desired in future studies. Despite imaging signif-

icantly fewer cells in the right hemisphere PMd as compared to

the left hemisphere PMd (Figure 1; Figure S3), these recordings

provided an opportunity to establish proof of concept for simul-

taneousmulti-site imaging. In order to take advantage of bilateral

imaging capabilities, we trained the animal to perform a similar

motor reach task to that already described, except the animal

was trained to use the right arm to reach to zone 1 and the left

arm to reach to zone 2 (Figure 5A).

In the example bilateral recording session shown in Figure 5

(day 29), we found clear evidence for cellular calcium dynamics

selective for ipsilateral or contralateral reach in both the left and

right hemispheres (Figure 5B; Video S6). We observed substan-

tial diversity in reach-related modulation of calcium trace activity

across the entire population of bilaterally imaged cells (Fig-

ure 5C). While most cells exhibited significant modulation of ac-
tivity associated with contralateral reaches, a minority of cells

were sensitive to ipsilateral reaches.

Given the presence of selectivity for both ipsilateral and

contralateral reaches among the populations of recorded neu-

rons in both hemispheres, we investigated whether we could

use the cellular calcium dynamics from the bilateral ensemble

to decode the identity of the arm being used to reach on a

trial-by-trial basis. As before, we used PLS-DA with leave-

one-out cross-validation to decode left or right arm reach

from continuous calcium trace activity within a 400-ms sliding

window stepped at 100 ms. In this example session, decoding

accuracy was well above chance and peaked around the time

of zone entry (Figure 5D). Peak decoding accuracy was stable

across sessions (Figure 5E). Taken together, these results

establish proof-of-concept simultaneous multi-site imaging

and provide preliminary data applying these capabilities toward

advancing our understanding of the bilateral encoding of motor

reach behavior.
Cell Reports 35, 109239, June 15, 2021 9
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DISCUSSION

In this study, we demonstrate successful microendoscopic cal-

cium imaging with head-mounted miniscopes in a behaving rhe-

sus macaque. As part of this work, we developed an effective

strategy and surgical protocol for virally mediated expression

of GCaMP, as well as placement of a microendoscopic GRIN

prism lens co-aligned to a region of interest in gyral cortex (Fig-

ures S1 and S2). Our surgical approach, including the placement

of fiducial marks on the skull and the complete sealing of the dur-

otomy and craniotomy to preserve the health of the underlying

cortex, proved very helpful for co-alignment. The reported

spread of GCaMP expression as a function of the volume and

titer of the injected virus (Figures S2C–S2E) should inform future

studies in planning the spacing ofmultiple nearby injections to in-

crease the overall extent of the expression zone and its overlap

with the site of the implanted lens. The complete implant,

including the GRIN lens, integrated miniscope baseplate, and

cranial chamber, enabled plug-and-play daily recordings (Fig-

ures 1 and 2; Figure S3; Videos S1, S2, and S3) and chronic,

long-term study of naturalistic reaching behavior (Figures 3, 4,

and 5; Figures S4–S7; Videos S5 and S6). We were able to mea-

sure the calcium dynamics of large ensembles of neurons (more

than 100 neurons per day on average in left hemisphere PMd)

with SNR and event rates consistent with expectations from pre-

vious one-photon microendoscopic calcium imaging studies in

rodents (Chen et al., 2013b; Resendez et al., 2016). These

high-quality imaging results were obtained with miniscopes

mounted directly to the animal’s headwith the head unrestrained

and free tomove naturally. Future studies are required to confirm

the compatibility of this approach with traditional head-

restrained behavior. Importantly, despite significant head move-

ments, including chewing of rewards regularly throughout the re-

cordings, we observed a highly stable FOVwith onlyminor offline

correction required. This approach, therefore, enables recording

of neural activity during more natural behavioral conditions (e.g.,

head unrestrained), as compared to other large-scale recording

technologies, greatly expanding the range and complexity of be-

haviors that can be studied (Gilja et al., 2010; Foster et al., 2014).

Our surgical and imaging approach allowed us to measure the

calcium activity of neuronal ensembles in PMd cortex while

simultaneously monitoring the animal’s motor reach behavior

(Figure 3). We found evidence for reach-related modulation

and selectivity preferences from the calcium traces and the ex-

tracted calcium events of recorded neurons (Figures 3B–3E; Fig-

ure S6). Furthermore, both the calcium traces and events could

be used to decode the animal’s trial-by-trial direction of reach

with accuracy significantly above chance levels, with highest

performance levels using traces (Figure 3G; Figure S7). The

lower decoding performance for calcium events is likely related

to their relative temporal sparsity, consistent with previous re-

sults (Ziv et al., 2013). Indeed, observed calcium event rates

ranged from 0 to 0.5 events/s, significantly lower than spike

rate ranges (5–30 spikes/s modulation at the time of reach onset)

measured electrophysiologically in PMd under similar behavioral

paradigms. Discrepancies such as this between measured cal-

cium dynamics and spiking activity are relatively well understood

based on the relationship between fast action potential firing and
10 Cell Reports 35, 109239, June 15, 2021
the slower kinetics of the corresponding calcium-related activity

(see STAR Methods for further discussion) (Wei et al., 2020; also

see http://im-phys.org/). We therefore primarily utilized contin-

uous calcium traces and not events for our analyses relating neu-

ral activity to behavior. It was striking to learn that high decoding

performance could be maintained even when randomly sub-

sampling just a single neuron from the population (Figure S7),

providing strong evidence for the encoding of motor reach

behavior among the imaged ensemble. Importantly, the within-

session selectivity preference distributions and decoding perfor-

mances we observed are consistent with recent results obtained

in motor cortex with two-photon microscopy (Trautmann et al.,

2021) and previously reported results obtained electrophysiolog-

ically (Riehle and Requin, 1989; Kurata, 1993; Cisek and Kalaska,

2005). The ability to relate the functional properties of neuronal

populations to their precise location and spatial organization

within the brain is an additional major advantage of the optical

imaging approach used in the present study. We were able to

map the selectivity preferences of neurons back onto the imaged

FOV and assess the laminar distribution, and we found overall

heterogeneous spatial organization of selectivity for direction

of reach (Figure 3F), which is again consistent with results ob-

tained electrophysiologically (E.M. Trautmann et al., 2019, Soc.

Neurosci., conference).

Given the time investment associated with training NHPs on

complex cognitive and behavioral tasks, studies in macaques

often involve experimentation in each individual animal lasting

months to years. It is therefore critical that recording technolo-

gies applied in NHPs have the longevity to support such chronic,

long-term studies. In this study, we showed that the number of

recorded cells and the SNR and event rates measured from

those cells were relatively stable across several months of re-

cordings (Figures 2 and 4; Figures S3 and S5). Despite most of

these sessions occurring within a 2-month time window, we

observed similar quality results in the very final session prior to

discontinuing the study, suggesting longevity of at least 8months

and likely much longer. It is critical in such studies that GCaMP

expression is maintained at reasonable levels, as overexpres-

sion of GCaMP can lead to cellular toxicity and abnormal epilep-

tiform activity (Chen et al., 2013b; Resendez et al., 2016; Stein-

metz et al., 2017). We did not observe any evidence for such

effects of overexpression in either hemisphere and, although

the decay kinetics of measured calcium events were longer in

the left hemisphere as compared to the right (likely indicating

higher levels of GCaMP in Tet-Off virus-injected left hemisphere

PMd), they were nevertheless relatively stable across the entire

duration of the study.

The overall stability across sessions in imaging quality and

cellular GCaMP signals allowed us to longitudinally track large

populations of individual neurons during several weeks to

months. We note that the number of putative ‘‘same-cell’’ pairs

obtained from the longitudinal registration algorithm described

here is sensitive to the inter-neuronal spatial correlation criterion

chosen (Figure 2; Figure S5). It will be critical, therefore, to

develop improved methods for objectively and quantitatively

determining the criterion/threshold in future studies (Sheintuch

et al., 2017). Importantly, we show that the longitudinal tracking

of neurons allows for the investigation of the functional

http://im-phys.org/
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properties of a circuit over time and the dynamic relationship be-

tween those functional circuit properties and the behaviors they

subserve (Figure 4). While these analyses were only meant to be

proof-of-concept applications utilizing longitudinally registered

cell sets, the observed stability in neuronal selectivity dynamics,

which is consistent with results obtained electrophysiologically

(Chestek et al., 2007), and the ability to decode reach behavior

in sessions days to weeks apart from the training session consti-

tute exciting results worth future study. These types of investiga-

tions are particularly valuable for understanding the functional

plasticity of circuits in the context of learning and memory

paradigms.

It is worth highlighting here several advantages of one-photon

microendoscopic calcium imaging as compared to conventional

electrophysiology that were confirmed as part of this study. As

opposed to electrophysiological approaches that are typically

blind to the neuronal subtype identity of recorded neurons (but

see Movshon and Newsome, 1996; Lima et al., 2009; Kaufman

et al., 2010, 2013; Mitchell et al., 2007; Trainito et al., 2019), op-

tical imaging approaches combined with genetically encoded

fluorescent activity indicators such as GCaMP can target and re-

cord specifically from a variety of anatomically and genetically

defined neuronal subtypes (Luo et al., 2018), with increasing op-

tions for similarly doing so in NHP models (Tervo et al., 2016; Di-

midschstein et al., 2016; Stauffer et al., 2016; Mehta et al., 2019;

Weiss et al., 2020). In the present study, we used two different

viral-based strategies to genetically target and image either

pan-neuronal or excitatory neuron-biased populations as a first

step toward the imaging of more specific cell populations.

Another limitation of electrophysiological approaches is the rela-

tively sparse spatial sampling density of today’s commercially

available multi-electrode arrays, typically having a minimum in-

ter-electrode spacing of approximately 400 mm (Leber et al.,

2019; but see Jun et al. [2017] and Trautmann et al. [2019] for

use of 20-mm spacing Neuropixels in rhesus macaques). In

contrast, cellular-resolution optical imaging enables much

higher sampling densities, as evidenced by our study here where

we were able to simultaneously record from more than 100 cells

per session on average in the left hemisphere PMd (Figures 1 and

2), which equates to a sampling density of approximately 150

cells per mm2. This high sampling density allows for critical

investigation of microcircuit organization and function typically

off limits to electrophysiological approaches. Finally, as already

discussed, we confirmed that this imaging approach enables

the longitudinal tracking of populations of individual neurons

over several months (Figure 2), which is either not possible or

extremely challenging with traditional electrophysiological re-

cordings that rely on waveform shape and timing characteristics

alone for any attempted certification of neuron identity (Chestek

et al., 2007; Ganguly and Carmena, 2009; Fraser and Schwartz,

2012).

This study also confirmed several advantages of one-photon

microendoscopic calcium imaging with head-mounted minis-

copes in comparison to traditional two-photon microscopy,

especially as applied to NHP models. Most two-photon calcium

imaging studies to date have relied on transparent cranial win-

dows to optically access the superficial layers of cortex (Sada-

kane et al., 2015b; Li et al., 2017; Trautmann et al., 2021). In
NHPs, these cranial window implants can be challenging to

maintain and are associated with a high risk of infection, typically

exhibiting a degradation in optical clarity (a ‘‘clouding’’ of the

implant) over time due to the proliferation of pia and arachnoid

cells and, in some cases, the re-growth of native dura (Arieli

et al., 2002; Chen et al., 2002). In our present study, we

confirmed sufficient optical clarity and quality of calcium imaging

out to approximately 8 months and discontinued the study for

reasons independent of implant integrity. We did not observe ev-

idence of any degradation in optical clarity during the duration of

the study and expect that maintenance of proper levels of

GCaMP expression is the more critical consideration for chronic,

long-term microendoscopic calcium imaging studies in NHPs.

Due to the fact that the skull is completely sealed with cement

surrounding the GRIN lens, the implant is very low maintenance

(requires no cleanings or sterile procedures) and has a low addi-

tional risk of infection beyond the standard risks associated with

invasive survival surgeries. An additional challenge associated

with two-photon microscopy techniques relates to the often

cumbersome daily setup and alignment between the micro-

scope objective and the intended imaging plane, which even

when refined requires non-negligible time (Choi et al., 2018;

Trautmann et al., 2021). In the present study, we show that the

implant supports remarkably easy miniscope docking and

recording (Video S1) and, in combination with the miniscope’s

electronic focusing mechanism, enables precise alignment to

the intended imaging plane across repeated sessions (Figure 2;

Figure S5).

Additional advantages over two-photon microscopy result

from the small, head-mounted design of the miniscopes and

their seamless coupling to microendoscopic GRIN lenses im-

planted deep in the brain. These features allowed us to mount

two miniscopes on the head and record simultaneously from

bilateral PMd (Figure 5). Conventional two-photon microscopy

with a single scanning laser beam can only image from one

site at a time, although some new approaches to two-photon

are pushing these limits (Terada et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2019).

The small footprint of the miniscope, in comparison, enables

several brain regions to be imaged in true simultaneity. Because

the miniscopes are all head-mounted, imaging does not require

head fixation as is required for two-photon imaging studies. This,

in turn, enables head unrestrained behavior during imaging,

which is an important step toward paradigms with more natural,

free behavior. Nevertheless, due to the miniscope cable, such

studies still require that the macaque be partially restrained in

a primate chair as is common practice in most NHP labs. Devel-

opment of wireless miniscopes, which would enable fully unre-

strained and free behavior, should be feasible using the hard-

ware architectures already developed for comparable

bandwidths, such aswireless transmission of high channel count

electrophysiological recordings in NHPs (Miranda et al., 2010;

Gao et al., 2012). Finally, the easy plug-and-play coupling of

theminiscopes to the implantedmicroendoscopic GRIN lens en-

ables access to cortical layers and brain regions deeper than are

typically accessible from the brain surface with two-photon mi-

croscopy. These limitations can be partially overcome with

two-photon imaging of deep layer neuron apical dendrites near

the cortical surface combined with post-mortem, cleared-tissue
Cell Reports 35, 109239, June 15, 2021 11
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identification of the source neuronal cell bodies (Trautmann et

al., 2021). In this study, post-mortem histological assessments

indicated that the distal end of the probe was likely situated

near the border of layers 3 and 4, and thereby enabled direct im-

aging of neuronal cell bodies situated at a maximum depth of

approximately 1.5 mm below the cortical surface. Direct somal

calcium imaging at these depths is well beyond that typically

attainable with two-photon imaging from the surface.

Limitations of the imaging approach described herein include

potential damage to brain tissue and local circuits resulting from

the implantation of amicroendoscopic GRIN lenswith a relatively

large diameter. These lenses are available in diameters ranging

from 0.5 to 1.0 mm, with larger diameters (e.g., 1.0 mm used in

this study) offering a larger imaging FOV, but with higher risk of

tissue displacement or damage. Two-photon imaging through

surface windows offers a less invasive approach, requiring no

penetration into the brain, yet, as already discussed, it is limited

to depths less than approximately 500 mm, leaving most of the

macaque brain inaccessible. Standard electrodes used for elec-

trophysiological recordings inmacaques can reach deep into the

brain and are typically much thinner (e.g., 35- to 300-mm diam-

eter), although one would need to implant many such electrodes

in close proximity to approach the same number and density of

cells that can be imaged with a single lens. Furthermore, the size

of the GRIN lens used in the present study compares with that of

standard deep-brain stimulation (DBS) electrodes that have

been used successfully in human patients and in animals with

similarly sized brains (Miocinovic et al., 2013; Johnson et al.,

2013). Importantly, note that, except for the tissue damage

created by the cortical incision made just prior to lens insertion,

the actual lens itself may simply displace the remaining tissue

without necessarily causing additional damage. More studies

are needed to characterize the injury to the brain during implan-

tation and the foreign body response to the chronically implanted

lens (Barretto et al., 2011; Kozai et al., 2015; Lee et al., 2016).

Another limitation associated with the use of a microendoscopic

GRIN lens, particularly when combined with a one-photonminis-

cope, is the lower spatial resolution as compared to that of a two-

photon microscope. While two-photon imaging through surface

windows can often resolve static and dynamic signals at the

scale of fine anatomical structures such as dendritic spines (Sa-

dakane et al., 2015b; Li et al., 2017), one-photon microendo-

scopic imaging is typically limited to dynamic signals associated

with larger structures such as cell bodies (Ghosh et al., 2011; Re-

sendez et al., 2016). Finally, both one- and two-photon imaging

currently rely on calcium indicators with relatively slow kinetics

as a measurement of neural activity (Chen et al., 2013b), with

significantly poorer temporal resolution, as compared to electro-

physiological measurements. This has imposed certain limita-

tions on the use of existing data-driven approaches to infer un-

derlying cortical dynamics from population recordings.

However, the calcium imaging community is developing compu-

tational tools including hidden variable state spaces and dimen-

sionality reduction techniques (Kato et. al. 2015, Linderman et.

al, 2019;Wei et. al., 2020) suited for the lower temporal resolution

optical signals. We think that these and future developments will

provide a framework for probing cortical dynamics with the rela-

tively sparser optical measurements. Moreover, the develop-
12 Cell Reports 35, 109239, June 15, 2021
ment of genetically encoded fluorescent voltage indicators (Vil-

lette et al., 2019; Knöpfel and Song, 2019) promises to

overcome this limitation in the near future.

In order to take full advantage of head-mounted microendo-

scopic calcium imaging in behaving macaques, future studies

should focusonseveral keyareasofdevelopment.First, it is impor-

tant to further streamline the surgical workflow to enable virus in-

jections and lens implantations functionally targeted and precisely

aligned to each other and to the brain regions of interest. Virus-

coatedGRIN lenses (e.g.,Proviewexpressprobes; Inscopix) could

completely obviate the need for alignment between separate virus

injection and lens implantation surgeries, combining all compo-

nents of the imaging preparation into a single surgery and a single

penetration into the brain. Second, new viral strategies and longer

GRIN lenses will be important for targeting specific cell types and

deeper brain regions, respectively. Given the small size of themin-

iscope, it is possible to target several (beyond just two as shown

here) brain regions simultaneously to investigate multiple nodes

of the networks underlying complex behavior. As studies increas-

ingly seek to record from theNHPbrain inmore naturally behaving

conditions, development of aminiscopecapable ofwireless trans-

missionwill becritical. Finally, combiningminiscopecalcium imag-

ing with optogenetic stimulation (e.g., nVoke system, Inscopix;

Stamatakis et al., 2018) or electrophysiology would allow for

important studies testing thecausal relationshipbetween the func-

tional properties of a circuit and the relevant behavior. Together

with these future developments, microendoscopic calcium imag-

ing with head-mounted miniscopes in NHPs will enable important

new insights into the neural circuit mechanisms underlying clini-

cally relevant human behavior and will help to advance our under-

standing of and ability to develop effective therapies for neurode-

generative and neuropsychiatric disorders.
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Materials availability
This study did not generate new unique reagents.

Data and code availability
Datasets and custom code generated during the study are available from the corresponding author upon request.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

The rhesus macaques were obtained from the California National Primate Research Center (CNPRC) at UC Davis as part of a Pilot

Research Program awarded to the authors. The study used two healthy adult malemonkeys, 5-8 years of age andweighing 13-14 kg.

Animals were housed at the CNPRC at UC Davis. All experiments were conducted in compliance with the NIH Guide for the Care and

Use of Laboratory Animals and were approved by the Institutional Care and Use Committee at the University of California, Davis.

METHOD DETAILS

Behavioral training
The animals were trained through positive reinforcement to exit their enclosure and enter a standard primate chair in which the animal

could sit comfortably with a neck plate preventing the animal from reaching toward its head. We habituated the animal to progres-

sively longer times sitting in the chair, as well as to soft cushions pressed lightly against the sides of the animal’s head in order to
e1 Cell Reports 35, 109239, June 15, 2021
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temporarily restrain the head during docking and undocking of the miniscope. The animals were then trained on a reach to reward

task. For this task, the animal was seated in the primate chair at a distance of 15 cm from a tray with two predefined zones where food

rewards were presented (Figures 3A and 5A). The experimenter was seated behind a panel in front of the animal and placed food

rewards, through an opening in the panel, in one of the two zones chosen at random across trials. A trial began with placement of

the reward followed by the animal reaching for the reward with one of the arms. A new trial began after the animal had consumed

the reward from the previous trial and the arm and hand returned to a rest location on the primate chair. During a session the animal

performed either a ‘single arm task’ or a ‘dual arm task’. In the single arm task, the animal was allowed to use only one arm to reach to

the reward zones and the allowed arm was alternated in a block design (Figure 3A and S6A). In the dual arm task, the animal was

required to use the arm directly in front of the zone, right arm to zone 1 and left arm to zone 2 (Figure 5A). Arm use was controlled

by opening or closing small openings in the front panel of the primate chair. The animal was trained to perform this task for progres-

sively longer periods of time and more trials. Only positive reinforcement was used at all stages of training.

Surgical procedures
Prior to any surgeries, we obtainedMR scans (3T, GEMedical Systems) from the animals in order to determine, in combination with a

standard atlas, the stereotaxic coordinates for bilateral craniotomies aligned to the cortical sites (e.g., dorsal premotor cortex) tar-

geted for virus injections and lens implantations. All of the surgical procedures that follow are depicted in schematic form (Figure S1).

To perform virus injections, the animals were sedated and placed into a stereotaxic frame. In a first monkey (macaque 1), used only

for virus testing (Figure 1B; Figure S2), a single large craniotomy and durotomy were made over fronto-parietal cortex and multiple

injections of different viruses at varying titers were made using pulled glass micropipettes (tip diameter approximately 25 mm,

1.14 mm max outer diameter) back-filled with mineral oil and connected to a microprocessor-controlled injector (NANOLITER2010;

WPI, Inc.) for small volume injections. For AAV1.CaMK2a.GCaMP6f.WPRE.SV40 (UPenn Vector Core), 1 mL of fully concentrated vi-

rus (2.3E+13 GC/ml) was injected at depths of approximately 0.8-1.2 and 1.6-1.8 mm from the cortical surface for a total volume of

2 mL at each of two separate cortical sites. For the Tet-Off virus system (Salk Vector Core), AAV5.mThy1PSs.tTAad (titer: 4.35E+11

GC/ml) and AAV5.TRE3.GCaMP6f (titer: 4.16E+11 GC/ml) were first mixed together in equal volumes (1:1) for final titers for injection

of half their original values and then 500 nL was injected at depths of approximately 0.8-1.2 and 1.6-1.8 mm from the cortical surface

for a total volume of 1 mL at each of two separate cortical sites. Finally, we diluted with sterile PBS the 1:1 mixed viruses down to a 1:8

concentration and made similar injections at two additional cortical sites. Once all injections were complete, the dura and skull were

replaced and the animal was allowed to recover and survived for 8 weeks prior to being euthanized and the brain perfused and ex-

tracted for post-mortem processing and histological examination.

In a secondmonkey (macaque 2), used for all of the imaging results reported in this study, we first made two craniotomies centered

over dorsal premotor cortex in both the left and right hemispheres (Figures S1 and S2). Craniotomies were approximately 10 mm in

diameter with an additional 2.5mmof thinned bone surrounding the entire perimeter of the craniotomy so that the skull would not later

prevent the microendoscopic lens from reaching the desired final depth in the brain. Following completion of the craniotomies, small

(approximately 3-5 mm in diameter) durotomies were made and final coordinates for virus injections were determined based on visu-

alization of sulcal/gyral landmarks. In the right hemisphere PMd, AAV1.CaMK2a.GCaMP6f.WPRE.SV40 (UPenn Vector Core, titer:

2.3E+13GC/ml) was injected at 2 cortical sites separated by approximately 1.5mm in themedial-lateral axis. At each site we injected

800 nL at depths of approximately 1.2 and 2.0-2.2mm from the cortical surface for a total volume of 1.6 ml. In the left hemisphere PMd,

a 1:1mix of AAV5.mThy1PSs.tTAad (final mixed titer: 2.18E+11GC/ml) and AAV5.TRE3.GCaMP6f (final mixed titer: 2.08E+11GC/ml)

was injected at 2 cortical sites, again separated by approximately 1.5 mm in themedial-lateral axis. At each site we injected 500 nL at

depths of approximately 1.2 and 2.0-2.2 mm from the cortical surface for a total volume of 1 ml. In all cases, injections were made at a

rate of 100 nl/min and we waited approximately 10 minutes following the final injection at each site before removing the pipette from

the brain. During injections, we took several photos so that we could document the location of the micropipette relative to the vessel

pattern on the cortical surface. After the injections were complete, we placed four fiducial marks on the skull surrounding each of the

two craniotomies to further aid in our efforts to later align lens implantation to the cortical sites injected with virus. These fiducial

marks consisted of small burr-sized divots in the skull with ink placed inside and a drop of silicone elastomer (Kwik-Sil; WPI, Inc.)

over the top to protect the ink from being washed away between surgeries. The four fiducial marks were placed along the ML

and AP axes just beyond the perimeter of each craniotomy, aligned with the midpoint between the pair of injection sites. We

measured and documented the distances from the midpoint between injections and each of these four fiducial marks. Finally, we

implemented several steps to seal the durotomy and craniotomy so as to minimize neovascularization and growth of granulation tis-

sue between surgeries. We placed artificial dura (Preclude PDX dura substitute, Gore, DE) between the cortical surface and native

dura and sealed the flaps of native dura on top of the artificial dura with sterile surgical glue (Dermabond advanced, Ethicon). A sec-

ond piece of artificial dura was then placed over the native dura and a thin layer of silicone elastomer was placed on top to fill in the

empty volume of the craniotomy. A stainless steel metal disc (13-15 mm diameter) was placed on top of the skull, within the thinned

region of bone, and sealed and secured with a combination of bone wax along its seamwith the skull and ametal strap overlaying the

disc and screwed to the skull. The animal’s muscle and skin were replaced and sutured to its original position over the craniotomies

and the animal was allowed to recover.

Two weeks following the virus injection surgery, the animal was again sedated and placed in a stereotaxic frame for lens im-

plantations. Once the craniotomy and durotomy were re-exposed, we used the vessel pattern on the cortical surface and mea-
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surements relative to the fiducial marks to re-identify the sites of virus injection made previously. We then made an incision in the

cortex using a #11p scalpel blade (Swann-Morton, UK) approximately 2.0 mm deep and 1.2 mm across in the AP axis perpen-

dicular to the axis of the virus injection sites. The incision was made twice, once in each direction along the AP axis, to ensure

a complete incision 1.2 mm across (Kondo et al., 2018). This was immediately followed by insertion of a microendoscopic

GRIN prism lens with integrated miniscope baseplate (1 mm diameter, 9 mm length ProView Integrated Prism Lens; Inscopix,

Inc.) aligned to the incision site. The prism probe was inserted at a rate of approximately 500 mm/min. to a final depth of approx-

imately 2.0 mm from the cortical surface. Once the lens was at its final depth, we placed a layer of silicone elastomer over the

exposed brain surrounding the lens. We then placed a metal disc (13-15 mm diameter) over the craniotomy, with a 2 mm wide

slot running half its diameter to allow for the lens to pass through. We sealed the slot in the metal disc with silicone elastomer

and then proceeded to chronically secure the lens to the skull by placing around the lens an aluminum cranial chamber (3 mm

height, 17 mm diameter) and embedding the lens within a combination of cement (Metabond, Parkell, NY) and acrylic inside

the cranial chamber. The cranial chamber was chronically secured to the skull with a combination of acrylic and several skull

screws resulting in a single, large acrylic headcap securing both chambers bilaterally. A removable chamber cap was placed

on each chamber to protect the miniscope baseplate and lens from debris or damage between imaging sessions. The animal

was allowed to recover for two weeks prior to the first calcium imaging session.

Imaging during behavioral sessions
Calcium imaging signals were acquired using the nVista system (Inscopix, Inc., Palo Alto, CA), which includes aminiscope (nVista 3.0)

that docks to the baseplate-integrated lens implanted in the brain (Figure 1A). The signals are transferred by a thin, flexible cable to

the data acquisition system (DAQ) where they are recorded and saved. Imaging parameters, including frame rate, LED power, sensor

gain and electronic focus were all controlled using the Inscopix Data Acquisition Software (IDAS; Inscopix, Inc.) running in a web

browser (Chrome, Firefox) on a computer that communicated wirelessly with the DAQ. The animal’s motor reach behavior wasmoni-

tored by overhead camera (Allied Vision, Stingray F-033C) and recorded using the CinePlex system (Plexon Inc., Dallas, Texas)

controlled by CinePlex software running on a separate, dedicated computer. The calcium imaging and behavior monitoring were syn-

chronized by sending TTLs corresponding to each nVista frame capture, from the imaging system to the behavioral monitoring sys-

tem. Additionally, recordings on the behavioral monitoring system were triggered by the Inscopix imaging system, again via TTL.

When performing multisite imaging simultaneously from both hemispheres, a second nVista 3.0 system was used that also sent syn-

chronizing TTLs to the behavioral monitoring system.

Daily sessions combining imaging and behavior began by first positioning the animal seated in the primate chair in the experimental

setup (described above). The animal’s head was temporarily (approximately 5 minutes) restrained with soft cushions pressed against

the sides of the head to allow for removal of the chamber cap and miniscope baseplate cover followed by docking and securement

(by tightening a single set screw) of the miniscope to the baseplate (Figure 1A; Video S1). The animal’s hands were tracked in real-

time using the CinePlex ‘color tracking’ mode, and the top of the animal’s hands were shaved and painted with colored (pink or pur-

ple) ink for this purpose. During a session the animal performed either the ‘single arm’ task or the ‘dual arm’ task (see above). During a

typical session the animal performed approximately 250 trials, and data collection lasted about one hour. At the end of data collec-

tion, the animal’s head was again temporarily restrained to undock the miniscopes and replace the cap on the chamber. Calcium

imaging signals were acquired at 20 Hz (LED power density 0.4 mW/mm2; gain 5) in the left hemisphere and at 10 Hz (LED power

0.8-1.0 mW/mm2; gain 7) in the right hemisphere. The excitation wavelength was 475 nm for all recordings and the excitation LED

remained on throughout the entire duration of each session.

Doxycycline administration and testing
To study how Doxycycline (Dox) regulates transgene (i.e., GCaMP) expression of the AAV Tet-Off system, Dox was administered

(15mg/kg; 5 days) orally bymixing it with food. Calcium imaging signals were acquired prior, during and up to 6weeks after cessation

of Dox administration to quantify changes in calcium imaging performance (fluorescence levels, cell numbers, calcium event kinetics)

thought to correlate with levels of GCaMP expression (Figure S4A). As expression levels decrease within cells, the decay time con-

stants will shorten and as expression levels increase decay time constants will lengthen - whereas the number of cells, for instance,

tracks in a more binary way how many cells have minimally detectable levels of GCaMP. Average field-of-view fluorescence is less

binary thanmeasuring number of cells, but is primarily tracking baseline fluorescence levels in cells rather than dynamic signal in cells

and, therefore, is not particularly sensitive to GCaMP expression levels beyond a certain range.

Sedated blood flow imaging
The one-photon miniscope has been used previously to perform in vivo blood flow imaging in rodents (Ghosh et al., 2011). To study

the feasibility of blood flow imaging in the macaque brain the animal was sedated and administered Fluorescein (AK-Fluor 10%,

Akorn Inc., IL) intravenously through an IV line placed in the arm. 1-2 mL Fluorescein was injected at a rate of 1ml/min either manually

or with the aid of an injection pump. Additionally, a slow drip (0.1 ml/min) of Fluorescein was given to maintain stable fluorescence

intensity levels during the imaging session. Imaging signals were acquired starting a few seconds before Fluorescein administration

and lasted approximately 15 mins (Video S4).
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Post-mortem assessment
For post-mortem assessment, animals were euthanized and transcardially perfused with saline, and then a series of 4% paraformal-

dehyde alone, followed by 10% and 20% sucrose in 4% paraformaldehyde. The brains were carefully extracted and soaked in 30%

sucrose in 4% paraformaldehyde for 24 hours prior to being placed in 30% sucrose in PBS for several days. Once the brain was suf-

ficiently cryoprotected with sucrose, we cut 50 mm thick coronal sections of the brain on a freezingmicrotome. Sections that included

the injection sites and lens implantation sites were stained for cell nuclei (DAPI), mounted on slides and coverslipped for conventional

benchtop fluorescence microscopy. GCaMP expression patterns and expression levels were assessed based on native GCaMP

fluorescence. No antibody staining was conducted.

To compare GCaMP expression levels across cases, we used ImageJ to draw regions of interest (ROIs) and calculate the inte-

grated fluorescence density within these ROIs. These values were normalized by the area of each ROI and the exposure time

used to capture the image. For each virus injection site of either the Tet-Off virus system or the conventional CaMK2a virus we

made these measurements with an ROI centered within the region of peak expression and subtracted from that a second ROI

centered within a region without expression (background fluorescence within the same tissue section). An average was taken across

the two separate virus injection sites tested for each virus.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Please note that statistical details are found in the figure legends.

Behavioral tracking
CinePlex Editor software (Plexon Inc, TX) was used to track the reach trajectories offline and to identify the times when the animal’s

hand entered the reward zones. Although the animal was required to bring the hand to a ‘rest’ position before a trial began, the orien-

tation of the hand was often variable, which made it difficult to reliably identify when the hand was in the ‘rest’ position. We therefore

used the timing of reward zone entries, which were more reliably identified, to study the reach related modulation of the calcium im-

aging signals.

Image processing
The calcium imaging videos were processed using a custom pipeline developed using the Inscopix Data Processing Software (IDPS;

Inscopix, Inc.) application programming interface (API). The processing pipeline includes a first step that corrects defective pixels,

appropriately spatially crops the FOV, and spatially downsamples (4X) each of the imaging frames to reduce the size of the data while

maintaining acceptable resolution and SNR (1280x800 pixels before downsampling and 320x200 pixels after downsampling). Pixel

size is �1.04 microns per pixel after taking into account the magnification of the lens probe. The video frames were then spatially

filtered (band-pass) with cut-offs set to 0.005 pixel-1 (low) and 0.5 pixel-1 (high). Following spatial filtering the imaging frames were

corrected for brain movement artifacts associated with respiration and head-unrestrained behavior using a standard rigid translation

algorithm (Thévenaz et al., 1998). Cell segmentation and extraction of calcium activity traces of individual cells was performed by

using the CNMFe algorithm (Zhou et al., 2018) on the motion-corrected imaging frames. The observed imaging data is modeled

as an additive superposition of all cells’ spatiotemporal activity, time-varying background and noise. Each cell is characterized by

its spatial footprint characterizing the cell’s shape and location. Segmented cells weremanually curated and cells with discontinuous

and non-cell-like shapes or cells with activity traces with non-calcium like events (e.g., blood vessels falsely identified as cells) were

discarded. Accepted cells and their activity traces were exported to MATLAB (MathWorks, MA) for further analysis. For the activity

traces we used unit dF to denote change in calcium related activity and is a non-normalized version of the more common dF/F. This

choice of unit is appropriate as CNMFe models the activity trace as an AR (auto regressive) process with no constant term, or with

zero baseline (Zhou et. al., 2018).

Head movement and motion correction
Themotion correction algorithm (Thévenaz et al., 1998) applies to each frame a translation that minimizes the difference between the

transformed frame and the reference frame. The ‘mean frame’, which is the average of all frames following spatial filtering, was used

as the reference frame. The median of the applied motion correction translations for each frame was taken as an estimate of the

movement induced noise during imaging. The efficacy of themotion correction algorithm inmitigating the animal movement-induced

motion artifacts in the imaging data was evaluated by estimating the correlation between the head movement and the average signal

intensity of an ROI defined at the edge of a large blood vessel in the imaging FOV (Figure 1C). Head movement was estimated offline

by tracking one of the chamber caps or the miniscope using the CinePlex Editor software (Plexon Inc, TX) as described above.

Average signal intensity in a 34x50 mmROI was estimated for each frame before and after applying motion correction and correlated

with head movement using Pearson linear correlation.

Cell maps and basic cell metrics
Cell maps containing spatial footprints of all cells were generated as the average of the normalized cell images of individual cell foot-

prints. Average fluorescence across the FOV was estimated after rectangularly cropping the raw imaging frames to exclude pixels
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outside the perimeter of the lens. Calcium events were determined from the CNMFe extracted (dF) calcium activity traces for each

cell using a custom algorithm in the IDPS API. Briefly, the algorithm first identifies time points where the slope of the calcium activity

trace changes from positive to negative (p- > n) and from negative to positive (n- > p) resembling a monotonic rise followed by an

exponentially decaying calcium event. For all of the p- > n points, it then takes the activity value of the previous n- > p plus the scaled

median absolute deviation (MAD) to calculate a dynamic activity threshold curve. The scaling parameter is set by the event minimal

size parameter (set to 4 here). Events are detected whenever the calcium activity time trace goes above the dynamic event detection

threshold. The final rising event times are determined after removing any event times for which the decay after the entered tau-off

parameter (set here to 0.2 s) is greater than expected assuming a single-exponential decay model. Rise and decay times and

SNR are estimated around each identified event and summarized for each cell by taking the median value. SNR is estimated as

the ratio between the median amplitude of the trace at event times divided by the MAD of the trace.

The calcium related activity trace contains ‘calciumevents’which are thought to correspond to increases in the actionpotential (spike)

firing rate of the cell. A single actionpotential results in a quick rise and slowdecay of calcium related activity akin to an impulse response

function, and temporally close firing of action potentials results in a large amplitude calcium event (Figure 1E). This partially explains the

discrepancy between typical spiking rates observed in PMd and calcium event rates reported here. Average population spike rates in

PMdunder similar behavioral paradigms range from less than5 spikes/satbaseline toaround30spikes/s at the timeofmovement (Kauf-

man et. al., 2010). The rise and decay time constants depend on a number of factors, e.g., GCaMP sensor type (Chen et. al., 2013b), cell

type and species (Wei et. al., 2020). Furthermore, the exposure time of the imaging sensor used during imagingwill also govern the tem-

poral dynamicof the recordedactivityand thecalciumevents, especiallyat lower sampling rates (or largerexposure times). These factors

can have a bearing on how the recorded activity reflects coding for stimuli or behavior and can result in discrepancies between analysis

performedwith calcium related activity or electrophysiology (Wei et. al., 2020), although the results in the present study, e.g., the hetero-

geneous spatial organization of selectivity for direction of reach, are broadly consistent with those found using electrophysiology.

Reach-related calcium activity analysis
Rasters of calcium events were constructed by aligning them around the time of reach entry into reward zones. Peri-event histograms

were constructed by estimating the average number of events in 1 s sliding window with a step size of 0.5 s. Heatmaps showing task

related modulation of population calcium activity were constructed after z-scoring the average peri-event calcium activity traces.

Cells in the heatmaps were sorted by their selectivity to reach direction or hand used. Cells were characterized as reach-modulated

cells if the activity during reach was significantly modulated during the reach epoch ([0 1]s interval with respect to reward zone entry)

compared to a baseline epoch ([-3 �2]s interval with respect to reward zone entry). The average of the calcium activity trace in the

reach and baseline epochs were used as signal and noise respectively to compute the area under the receiver operator characteristic

curve (AUC). Bootstrap resampling was used to estimate 95%confidence intervals. Reach direction selectivity of each cell was char-

acterized by estimating a tuning index (TI),

TI =
�
CaZ1 � CaZ2

�.���CaZ1
�� +

��CaZ2
�� �

where CaZ1 and CaZ2 are the average calcium activity traces in [0 1]s intervals with respect to entry into reward zones 1 and 2 respec-

tively. Bootstrap resampling was used to estimate 95% confidence intervals.

To investigate whether cells that were similarly selective were spatially clustered together, we estimated among the reach modu-

lated cells the frequency with which the closest neighboring cell was similarly selective. For significance testing this estimate was

compared to a null distribution generated by multiple (100) random shuffles of the cell labels (permutation test). To investigate

whether the prevalence of reach direction selectivity depended on the depth in cortex, we estimated, among the reach modulated

cells, the proportion of cells that were selective as a function of cortical depth using 75 mm windows with step size of 3 mm.

Decoding
Reach relatedmodulationof calciumactivity tracesallowed for decodingof the animal’s behavior on individual trials. Decodingaccuracy

was computed as a function of time ([-2 2]s) around the time of reward zone entry. Partial Least-squares Discriminant Analysis (PLS-DA)

with leave one out cross-validationwas used to predict the animal’s reach direction using calcium activity traces in a 400ms slidingwin-

dow, and a 100ms step size, around the time of reach. 95%confidence intervals and standard errorswere computed fromMonte Carlo

bootstrap distributions simulated fromR= 50 randomdrawswith replacement from sample datasets. Reach direction could also be de-

coded with discrete times of calcium events instead of the continuous activity traces. Logistic regression with 10-fold cross-validation

was used on population activity in a 2 s sliding window, and a 100 ms step size. Chance level decoding accuracy was characterized by

repeating the decoding analysis after shuffling the reach direction labels across trials. Peak decoding accuracywithin the [-2 2]s window

around the time of reach was noted to plot decoding accuracy across sessions. Dependence of decoding accuracy on the number of

cells was investigated by averaging the peak decoding accuracy estimated during multiple random subsamples of cells.

Longitudinal registration
We registered cells acrossmultiple sessions based on the similarity in their spatial footprints by using a custom algorithm in IDPS that

is similar to the one described in Sheintuch et. al (2017). The registration is performed in two steps: cell map alignment and cell
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matching. Specifically, for each session, we generated a cell map as the average of the normalized cell images of individual cell foot-

prints (Spc) extracted using CNMFe

Sp =
1

Cp

XCp

C= 1

Spc

whereCp is the number of cells. We then aligned each cell map (Sp) to a referencemap (Sr) using the enhanced correlation coefficient

(ECC) image registration algorithm (Evangelidis and Psarakis, 2008), a rigid transformation that allows for translation and rotation.

When registering cells between two sessions (e.g., Figures 2D and 4; Figures S5A and S5B), one of the sessions acted as the refer-

ence map. The cell map from the session closest to the midpoint between the first and last session was used as the reference map

when tracking the same cells through more than two sessions (e.g., Figure 2F; Figure S5C).

The rectangular region for which all of the aligned cell maps overlapped was computed and defined as the common and registered

FOV (R) for all sessions. The estimated transformation (Tp) and overlap region of each cell map was applied to the individual cell foot-

prints Spc, resulting in registered footprints S0
pc.

Tp = ½ECCðSp o T ; SrÞ�
S0
pcðx; yÞ = ðspc o TpÞðx; yÞ cðx; yÞ˛R

Registered footprints all have the same number of pixels, and the registered footprint of the same cell in different sessions should

mostly overlap. Some cells may only be active in particular sessions and, therefore, would not overlap (match) with any cell footprint

in other sessions. In order to find all unique cells (with or without matching cells) present in this longitudinal study, we defined a global

cell set that is initialized to be all of the cells in the reference session, and then incrementally modified this global cell set by finding

matches between it and other aligned cell sets. For each cell in an aligned cell set, we chose the cell in the current global cell set that

had the highest normalized cross correlation (NCC). If the highest NCC passed a set threshold, it was identified as a match to the

existing global cell, and we updated the global cell footprint as the mean of all matched footprints; otherwise, the cell was treated

as a new cell added into the global cell set. The matching process was repeated until there were no possible matches with a corre-

lation above the set threshold. We profiled the matching results with a series of NCC thresholds, and reported results for 0.3, 0.5 and

0.7.

Longitudinal relationship between calcium activity and behavior
Calcium imaging allows for tracking of a subset of cells across sessions and days. Changes in reach direction selectivity across ses-

sions was characterized by evaluating correlation between tuning indices and the difference in tuning indices for cells tracked be-

tween a pair of sessions. Similarly, tracking the cells across sessions allowed for prediction of behavior during a (test) session by

using a decodingmodel trained on a different (training) session, showing that decodingmodel training can transfer between sessions.

Within session decoding was performed by leave-one-out cross-validation as described above. Across session decoding was per-

formed using a decoding model trained on all trials in the training session. Chance level decoding accuracy was estimated by

repeating the decoding analysis after randomly shuffling the labels of the longitudinally tracked cells between sessions. The transfer

of decodingmodel training was further characterized by taking the ratio of decoding accuracy during the test session and the training

session and plotting this ratio as a function of the intersession interval (Figure 4E).
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